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This Executive Believes
Education to be the
Great Equalizer
Words and Photos by ARI TALTON

T

oday she conducts business
as the Executive Director
of

Innovative

Programs

for the DeSoto Independent School
District, but memories of her time
spent in South Dallas’ Frazier Court;

It wasn’t until Garner reached the eighth
grade and was introduced to Suzanne
her Oak Cliff upbringing and her Fitzgerald that she would begin to view
both teachers and education differently.
early rejection of “normal learning” Fitzgerald believed in Garner, a student who
adamantly didn’t like school. She welcomed
have made Debbye Garner one of Garner’s different approach to learning.

keep in touch. Early into Garner’s career
in education, she was even fortunate
enough to work alongside her beloved
teacher in Dallas ISD. It took one teacher
acknowledging the positive in a child
who learned differently to spurn Garner’s
curiosity to learn more intentionally.

the country’s most compassionate

The self-described “career student” can’t
get enough of learning now. The Texas
Women’s University graduate and proud
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Incorporated recalls the expectation of
living in her parents home after graduation
– must be enrolled in a masters degree
program. She ended up with two masters
degrees – one in Liberal Arts and the other
in Education (School Counseling).

executives in education.
When Garner was an adolescent, she didn’t
particularly care for school. She was bored
and unenthused about the whole “going
every single day” thing, because unlike
many of her peers – Garner already knew
how to read when she began school. She
learned differently. She needed information
presented in a more memorable fashion.
While other students were participating in
reading circles, Debbye would be outside
looking at thermometers. Behavior that
teachers considered to be odd would
according to Garner be labeled GT (gifted
and talented) today.

“

I found the wealth in
what a teacher can bring
when I met Suzanne
Fitzgerald,” says Garner.
“By the end of my eighth
grade year I was an
honor roll student and
have been ever since.”

Garner credits her parents for taking an
active role in her education. They would take
Growing up in the 1970s when the family on road trips around the country,
discrimination was a bit more blatant, many engaging in up close and personal learning
students of color were labeled and set excursions. “We couldn’t afford to fly, but
aside. Luckily for Garner and her sister, her we would definitely do our road trips,” says
parents took education very seriously. They Garner. “My sister is in Education as well,
moved their family to a well-established serving as a principal in the Houston area.”
Redbird neighborhood in the Oak Cliff area
and put their children in a much better
The time Garner spent in Fitzgerald’s
school setting.
class was also life altering. The two still
6
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“A mind is a terrible thing to waste,” Garner
often says to herself. Her father has early
onset Alzheimer’s. She’s working on her
doctorate (currently has a 4.0) from Dallas
Baptist University partly because she wants
him to see her continuing to use her mind.
Garner’s love for learning has absolutely
driven her career. She first served as a
special education teacher. “I’ve always had
a passion for students who learn differently
because I learned differently,” Garner
explains. “But eventually I wanted to put
myself in a position to provide opportunities
for students who learned differently to have
options.”

@dallasweekly
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Now in her 10th year with DeSoto, Garner
has been a Dean of Students, the Director
of Parent Engagement and Director of
Professional Development.
Being in charge of DeSoto’s Innovative
Programs, Garner gets to be her best
aggressive self. Last October DeSoto
received a $15 million A2E2 Grant. Garner
oversees this grant. For a district of about
9,500 students – grants such as these
translate into limitless opportunities for
innovative styles of learning.
The A2E2 Grant is pouring in resources to
DeSoto ISD. According to Garner, “diversity”
has been the district lens since acquiring
the grant. The board wants to ensure that
opportunities that they introduce in the
district both appeal to students and better
prepare them for their respective futures.

“

My goal is to expose the
students of DeSoto to
rich experiences that
they wouldn’t otherwise
receive,” says Garner.
“I believe that is due to
every child – education
is the great equalizer.”

Research Institutes and other organizations.
Garner asks these partners outright, ‘what
jobs will you recruit our students for right
out of college where they will make six
figures.’ She then attempts to create and
align programs to match these career
requirements.

“I don’t care what color they (students) are
– we hold so much of their future for them,”
says Garner. “To know that prisons are built
based on fourth grade STAAR assessments
is alarming – sometimes I have panic attacks
because I want them all to succeed.” Garner
has tunnel vision when it comes to providing
DeSoto students with choices.

“We’re prepping our students not only for
college, but for careers as well,” says Garner.
When you ask her what drives her – the
“We want to make sure our students are answer is succinct and without hesitation.
able to make educated decisions about “Education to me is a ministry. Not a job,
their futures.”
not a career – but a ministry.”

Both Garner and DeSoto are being very
strategic and intentional about reaching
their constituents. The reality of it all:
Each of DeSoto’s 13 campuses now has magnet schools are just like churches – you
a magnet. Both students and their parents can find one on every corner. When you
sign contracts of excellence to participate in come to DeSoto, Garner wants to make
magnet programs. The “sit and get” style of sure that you get something different.
learning doesn’t work anymore. Garner and
her programs encourage and implement
Debbye Garner is a 40-something year old
choices. “Our staffs engage in trainings that black woman in a highly revered position. Of
focus on being culturally responsive, while course she receives oppositional pushback
not micro messaging,” Garner explains. “We from time to time. Let her tell it – “pushback”
all will take different paths, but we have the simply means beautiful constraints.
same desired destination – success.”
Debbye means “bumblebee,” a creature,
There is no shortage of technology in which defies aerodynamics because it
DeSoto ISD. The district is moving to a one- challenges gravity - the body weighs more
to-one framework with Apple, meaning than the wings. “I know that I am here
every child will have access to his or her own because I’m supposed to defy odds,” says
computer. Many of the district’s themes Garner.
are project-based learning, collaborative
groups, dialogue, problem solving, debate
She has two phones and always wants
and not just accepting the status quo as a to separate business from personal. She
final answer. Garner is adamant that she has worked 24-hour days. She even works
wants to develop “innovative thinkers.”
when she’s home. But she definitely knows
how to turn it all off to be a mom to her
“We want to prepare our students for 16 year-old daughter Camille. Yes, she is a
industry,” says Garner. “We are preparing busy woman, but she has peace. She takes
them for jobs that don’t even exist.”
great confidence in knowing what to do and
believing in what she’s doing – walking in
The district has partnerships with Texas her purpose. “Knowledge is one thing and
Instruments, UNT Dallas, the Botanical wisdom is another,” she reminds.
@dallasweekly
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